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Ricardo, 
This request addresses 5 applications for Certification: 
  
For FCC ID: DZL201657 only (MT#14412) 
This EUT is a Computer Peripheral, that connects to a Class B Personal Computer by wire or cable 
(USB or PS/2).  Please provide an indication that the EUT meets the requirements for DoC or 
Certification compliance (label provided does not have either the DoC FCC logo).  If The Class B 
Computer Peripheral is being included in the Certification application for a composite device operating 
under 2 different FCC Pt 15 Sections, the additional evidence (test reports) for this compliance must be 
submitted and this application must be expanded to include 2 Certifications .  If this EUT receives 
power from a Host Computer, then FCC 15.107 Conducted Emissions are applicable to the Host while 
powering this EUT. 
  
Please address the remaining items for all 5 applications: 
FCC ID: DZL201657 MT#14412 
FCC ID: DZL201662 MT#14415 
FCC ID: DZL201658 MT#14418 
FCC ID: DZL201678 MT#14420 
FCC ID: DZL201661 MT#14421 
  
I could not locate the statements regarding Modifications as required by FCC 15.27.  Please either direct 
me to that statement or provide it. 
Additionally, the FCC requires that separate attachments be submitted for Label & Location, Internal 
Photographs and External Photographs.  The PDF documents submitted have been saved to prevent 
splitting of the documents provided.  Please separate the documents into each requested type and re-send 
for each of the 5 applications. 
  
The Confidentiality letter must make specific reference to the FCC Rule part for confidentiality as well 
as justifying the need for confidentiality.  The letters provided with the applications do not contain the 
necessary detail for FCC applications.  Please refer to the attachment as an example for confidentiality.  
When re-submitting these letters, please do not omit any of the information that is already contained in 
the letters originally submitted, as that information (FCC ID and specifics of what is to be confidential) 
is also necessary. 
  
  
Please provide this information so that these applications can be completed and Certification be issued. 
  
Best regards, 
  

Chris Harvey 
Chris Harvey 



EMC Lab Director 
MET Laboratories, Inc. 
1-800-638-6057 x-310 
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